NO MORE HOCKEY FOR GIRLS

Grizzlies Cannot Be Used by Co-eds For Outdoor Sport This Spring — Remain Indoors.

Girls in the University will not be allowed to use the gridiron on Iowa Field on which to play hockey this spring according to the present plans of the athletic department. Although a plot has already been granted to use the practice field north of the regular football enclosure regular hockey games have been arranged, the daily appearance of the baseball field thus leaving only morning hours for the use of co-eds.

The decision was reached after careful inspection of the turf on the football field. Careful attention by Coach John G. Chalmer's three years and Coach Carl Lax last fall assisted by "Jim," the efficient guardian of the gridiron has resulted in one of the finest grids in the Middle West.

Because of the heavy usage of the ground in the fall it was thought necessary that the grass get a good start in the spring and for this reason the girls were ruled off. It is possible classes may be organized for morning play on the outfield, if the "Jim" is not expected to prove satisfactory.

The impossibility of using the gridiron is a severe handicap to Miss Alice Wilkinson the gymnasium instructor of the girls, as her pupils are compelled to work for her classes this spring. What innovation she will adopt to have the class cleaned from doors is a serious problem from her.

MACMILLAN GIVES
FINE VIOLIN RECITAL

Young Violinist Scores a Great Success

Francis MacMillan, the famous American violinist supported by an excellent company gave a pleasing music recital Friday evening in the opera house under the auspices of the University School of Music. With his magnetic playing, he completely captivated his audience and was accorded many encores.

Prof. J. N. Pearce to Speak

Dr. J. N. Pearce, professor of zoology at the University of Chicago, with the assistant of Professor Laurens, will deliver an address at Baconian on "Some Recent Work on the Hydrate Theory," a subject he has taken up the latest work in chemical research.

Date Changed

The date of the Literary Board meeting has been changed from Tuesday afternoon to Thursday afternoon.

JUNIOR LAW TRIAL BEGINS TOMORROW

Historical and Literary Aspects of Trial—Witnesses and Attorneys in Case

The Junior Law trial which was postposed from the past week owing to the illness of Randall, one of the attorneys for the defense, will begin tomorrow at 1:30 in the lecture room on the second floor of the Capital Building. A great amount of work has been done by the attorneys on both sides in the preparation of the evidence and the points of law involved, which together with the historical and literary value of the case make it one of unusual interest.

The suit, as previously stated in these columns, is brought by William Croasby as executor of the will of Richard III, King of England, against William Shakespeare, for libel. Shakespeare is charged with having falsely and maliciously written and published a statement that the deceased King caused the murder of his two nephews. This defamation of the King's character has in turn caused a lawsuit, in order to recover the sum of $25,000.00 which amount is asked as judgment.

In the suit, the deceased King's character will be in question, and controversy and a great amount of evidence from historical sources will be introduced by both parties in support of their contentions.

Witnesses representing the following historical character will appear upon the stand: Henry VIII, Sir Edmund Shaw, Lord Mayor of London, John Kendall, Professor Laurens, jeffery de Soutelo, Bernardo Fornas, Bishop of Elly, Regional Bray, Dr. Lewis, Hugh Conway, Marquess of Hardwick, Sir John Green, John Dobson, William Slaughter, Robert Barnaby, and the Bishop of Herford.

The procedure will be the same as in the District Court of London. Professor Laurens, M. Byers will act as Judge. The attorneys for the plaintiff are R. E. Becty, R. A. Dunkleberger, and S. C. Parmer. Those for the defendant are Reali Otten, W. S. Randall and J. M. Jeffay makes many speeches.

SECTORIAL GOVERNMENT CANDIDATE

Secular Government Candidate is Still Popular With Student Supporters — Few of His Ideas

Before a crowd of five hundred students. Andrew Townsend, his speech Friday morning on the steps of the Liberal Arts building. For forty minutes, the "President" spoke upon the problems of the nation but when a number of co-eds joined his audience, such topics were taken up as marriage, how to prevent suicide and women's suffrage.

Later the noted candidate spoke to the college women on the problems before Secular Government. He explained that the whole evolution of the universe was based upon the movements of "shivering atoms." Governor Hasley be warned his auditors with an oration of the speech of the president. The movement and work up by reciting "why should the Spirit of Man be Proud?" and "Rainbow."

A small riot was almost precipitated when Hasley's auditors went into the Liberal Arts building after the eleven o'clock financial class which had disturbed the meeting. A locked door kept the mob outside in the halls and the crowd soon dispersed. Honor students in the gymnasium at 3:00 p.m. on Monday afternoon in the courthouse giving a strong argument for peace and promising to return April 2.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR GRINNELL GLEE CLUB

Members to be Cared for by the Town People

Several members of the Grinnell Glee Club, which appear were tomorrow night at the Congregational church, will be entertained in Iowa City homes during their stay in Iowa City. Following is the list and where the couple will stay: J. W. Masters at Dr. and Mrs. Louis Masters'; D. L. Rottman with Mrs. Allie Vincent; Mr. and Mrs. John Hisey; at the home of the couple for forty minutes. The Grinnell Glee Club will all be in the service at the Congregational church this evening.

GIRLS PRACTICE FOR ANNUAL EXHIBITION

Conspire Entertainment to Be Given in May

Engineers Defeat Medics in Exciting Game of Basketball — Score 31 to 16

The annual girls' gymnastic exhibition is to be given but the entertainment will probably be a selected invitation affair. Each girl in the gymnasium will distribute five tickets to her friends according to the plan under contemplation. Yesterday morning, an array of co-eds took charge of the University Armoury and under the guidance of Miss Alice C. Wilkinson rehearsed for the contemplated exhibition which will probably come the first part of the spring, the particular place was still to be determined to put on another play.
Not enough men are showing up for track work. If there is more track anything that will men needed to put a damper on track athletics it is this lack of enough energy on the part of the student body to actually do a little work. We have decided every spring for two years now that it was time we stopped going down to the state meet and then getting unmercifully beaten. And yet the succeeding spring it is the manner of a minute track squad for Coach Cuttle to work with is the vain hope of turning out a winning team.

The idea of being shown up in track by smaller schools like Grinnell, Drake and Normal ought to be enough incentive to make men in school here turn out and train. The material is in abundance. Every faculty in the way of quavers and trainer is open to the track men. We have a coach who will do absolutely everything in his power to develop a man into a point winner.

Of course its quite early yet for the squad to do much work. And its better to go on the theory that things will turn out O.K. than to be continually calamity howling. But just from present indications, from the interest taken in track work generally over the university, all the dope is that the squad is to be even smaller than last year.

Wisely By the Boy

Have you heard about the "Each and All" club? I think that the dullest name any club could pick unless it be the "Helping Hand" and that means about the same thing. Well, that is the way this business is run—on the "Each and All" plan—not merely for boys but for all of us, including the customers. Lots of good clothes are sold pretty good sort of houses but they are lacking in style. The fabrics and trimmings are of good quality, the needlework is faithfully done, but the garments serve only as covering for your homesickness. Style in our garments is worked into the cut of the coat, vest and trousers by Dr. Cutter, sewed in with fine needlework. The very best evidence of that is the cut of the coat, vest and trousers by Dr. Cutter, sewed in with fine needlework. The very best evidence of that is the style. The fabrics and trimmings are of good quality, the needlework is faithfully done, but the garments serve only as covering for your homesickness. Style in our garments is worked into the cut of the coat, vest and trousers by Dr. Cutter, sewed in with fine needlework. The very best evidence of that is the cut of the coat, vest and trousers by Dr. Cutter, sewed in with fine needlework. The very best evidence of that is the style.

New Announcement Hack Live

W. HESS, Prop't

A. G. Spalding & Bros.

Have you heard about the "Each and All" club? I think that the dullest name any club could pick unless it be the "Helping Hand" and that means about the same thing. Well, that is the way this business is run—on the "Each and All" plan—not merely for boys but for all of us, including the customers. Lots of good clothes are sold pretty good sort of houses but they are lacking in style. The fabrics and trimmings are of good quality, the needlework is faithfully done, but the garments serve only as covering for your homesickness. Style in our garments is worked into the cut of the coat, vest and trousers by Dr. Cutter, sewed in with fine needlework. The very best evidence of that is the cut of the coat, vest and trousers by Dr. Cutter, sewed in with fine needlework. The very best evidence of that is the style.
FERRY

The “Frog” Man

HATTIE HARRIS

Comedienne

JACK STROUSE

Jewish Comedian

THE BIJOU VAUDEVILLE

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Our card will surely please you, but we desire to call particular attention to FERRY, The FROG MAN. You have seen numerous contortionists dressed in green but this is The Original Frog Man. DON'T MISS IT!

COMING EVENTS

March 30—Grinnell Glee Club at Congregational Church. Hannibal Society meeting.

Junior Law trial begins. Owl and Keys dance at Majestic. Regular meeting of the Hannibal Society at the home of Prof. Finch.

April 1—Opening of Psi Heilicic Baseball League. Sigma Alpha Kappa initiates vs. Phi Kappa Pi.


April 3—Bosco paper by President Wilkinson on "Some on a Trip to Mexico." Kappa Sigma dance. Delta Tau Delta vs. Beta Theta Pk.

April 4—Sigma Chi vs. Sigma No.

April 5—Political Science Club at the home of Prof. F. H. Bal-

Poirer by Prof. H. G. Finch. Kappa Sigma vs. Phi Kappa Pi.

April 7—Ladies afternoon at Triangles Gymnasium.


April 9—March annual engineering banquet at Bankly Ins-

1908.

April 10—Phi Chi dance.

April 11—Ladies' ball gowns with Rock Island Three I men.

April 12—Spring vacation.

April 13—Dental scenes meet with Con- tinent by College. Blue Jays. April 20—Iowa baseball team plays Chicago at Chicago.

April 21—Delta Tau Delta dance at Chapter house.

April 27—Student dance at Majestic. “Laugh Elmashe” at the Opera House with Miss Blanch Bloom in leading role. Benefit Woman's Improvement League.

April 28—Cost at Iowa City baseball.

COTÉ PIANO FACTORY, Full Street, Iowa.

One of the Largest and Best Equipped Piano Factories in the United States.

Wholesale Dealer in

Pianos, Piano Players and

Musical Merchandise

We have Positions with Exceptional Inducements for

A FEW RELIABLE SALESMEN

Appliances Piano Address Iowa City, Iowa, Office

COMING EVENTS

March 30—Grinnell Glee Club at Congregational Church. Hannibal Society meeting.

Junior Law trial begins. Owl and Keys dance at Majestic.

Regular meeting of the Hannibal Society at the home of Prof. Finch.

Philo-euticism Octaves in "Hard Times" party.

March II—Beauvais Club dance at Majestic.

April 1—Opening of Psi Heilicic Baseball League.

Sigma Alpha Kappa initiates vs. Phi Kappa Pi.

April 2—First annual program of Cosmopolitan club.


April 3—Bosco paper by President Wilkinson on "Some on a Trip to Mexico." Kappa Sigma dance. Delta Tau Delta vs. Beta Theta Pk.

April 4—Sigma Chi vs. Sigma No.

April 5—Political Science Club at the home of Prof. F. H. Bal- concerned with college women's interests to accept positions in Iowa and the states north and west as far as the coast. Write and see what we can do for you.

Address: HENRY SABIN

Manhattan Building, Des Moines, Iowa

HECK'S GROCERY

We: Solicitor: Your Business

SENIORS OF ALL COLLEGES!

GO TO LUSCOMBE'S FOR THEIR COMMENCMENT PHOTOS

HEATT'S GROCERY

We: Solicitor: Your Business

SENIORS OF ALL COLLEGES!

GO TO LUSCOMBE'S

FOR THEIR COMMENCEMENT PHOTOS
UNITARIAN CHURCH
Mets in Unity Hall
Rev. R. S. Loring, Minister

---

TUESDAY, MAY 17
---

SUBJECT--"Our Personal Duty to Society."
Young People's Society at 7:30.

---

PAPER BY REV. AUGUST KAMPMEIER ON "WHAT CHRISTIANITY HAS BORROWED FROM OTHER RELIGIONS."

---

Free admission. Character in religion.

Are you interested in something Good to eat?

GROCERIES
FRESH FRUITS
CANNED GOODS
EAGLE FLOUR
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE

GRANDHART, PARROTT AND SIMPSON
Both Places

The New Fabrics
For men's apparel! Include patterns for those who prefer extreme styles as well as those who are more conservative in their tastes.

Come and Choose
Your particular fancy and have as many as you can imagine made up into a handsome set of suits. Prices direct. Prices, your own. You'll wear it and be content with it. And every yard used will satisfy us in payment.

HUSBAND & THE TAILOR
Corner College and Dubuque Streets
Phone 234-X

The biggest Stock--The Leading Styles

Do you know the joy of crossing the threshold of spring in clothes that give you style and comfort?

You have a sense for the appropriate. Of course you have; you are appealed to by those in proportion to your proportions. You also have sense for the striking, the distinctive, if you please. This is why Style appeals to you. Style simply means individuality and distinction combined with appropriateness. Remember, it takes the combination.

We Specialize in Stylish Clothes

IF A SUIT

If a spring or light weight suit is what you need to make ready for this season, we will take good care of you. You can select from our stock a double-breasted sack suit or an English sack suit, or any one of the many numbers of the latest models. To decorate the fabrics you must see the suits.

$10.00 to $25.00

OR TOPCOAT

This would be a good day for a top coat, don't you think? Spring weight overcoats are made in a good many different styles, some more extreme than others, and in a wide variety of patterns. They not only add to your comfort in early spring but they add to your appearance especially incircumstances when you are on the way.

$10.00 and up

OR RAINCOAT

If it is a raincoat you need. No man today ceases to wonder how he got along before the days of creavestone. Raincoats always serviceable and stylish, they are now indispensable. We have an especially nice line that we hope you will take an early opportunity to inspect.

$15.00 to $25.00

This is the home of Happy Dressers and the door is wide open.